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General vision.



Goal and requirements Agents creation

Create agents in a effective and simple way.

Permission is required to access the uContact 

administration area. 



Creating an agent Agents creation

- Have a supervisor or administrator user.

- Have the permissions to create agents

Once this is verified, you can go to the left lateral 

panel and access “users” / “agents”



Creating an agent - uContact menu Agents creation



Creating an agent - uContact menu Agents creation



Creating an agent - Basic Information

Agent personal extension

User with which to access to the 
platform

Context selected must be ‘Agents’ unless specifically directed otherwise 
by Integra Support.

Email to which recordings will be sent 

Blank by default
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Creating an agent - Default information

Voicemail is enabled and connected to the 
email given higher in the form.

Type of phone that goes to have the agent. SoftPhone by default 
(Virtual PBX), Iif the agent will use a landline it must be Hardphone.

Encryption (YES by default). No  in certain cases of landlines.

Password to access the voicemail from the SoftPhone (dialing * 66)

Type of transport: wss default. Udp or tls for landlines.

Protocol for multimedia interactions by default SIP.
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Creating an agent - Softphone configuration

Direct telephone call the agent from 
outside, it requires a modification in 
behavior.

DTMF to use, rfc2833 default.

When enabled, a Supervisor, the same has 
access to supervision sections and possibly 
administrator (it they can restrict).

Agent’s profile picture or avatar

Types of encodings of the voice: alaw / ulaw by 
defect, vp8 should be enable for video.
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Creating Examples.



Creation example - Campos completados

Required fields
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Creation example - Final result

By saving the action, the agent is 
shown in the right panel. 
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To consider.



¿What is needed to create an agent?

Fields that are not mentioned are not relevant or 
have specific functions that are not necessary for 
basic configuration.

If while creating an agent you want to make it an 
administrator too, it must have a phone assigned, if 
not it will not be able to access to the instance. (IP 
phone connected to uContact)

In order to make calls, the agent must be assigned 
to an outbound campaign, the same way happens 
if he/she has to receive calls, the agent must be 
assigned to an inbound campaign. (with the 
exception of having a direct telephone associated).

The agent’s extension is unique in the system and 
cannot be used by another agent.

Password difficulty depends on the regular 
expression of the system: (Settings / General / 
System / Regular Expression for Password). By 
default, the system doesn’t have restrictions on 
the format.
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Thanks!
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